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Toruko-isurumu jidai chuo Ajia bunku no s1ghteki
kenkyfr (A Synthetical Study on Central Asian Culture
in the Turco-IslamicPeriod). Kyoto: 1997,160 pp.
Muslim books of the medieval era are manuscripts,and one
of the tasks of Oriental studies is to make the main literary
texts and historical sources stored in the libraries of the
world accessible to scholars through publications and
hanslations.This work, begun by an earlier generationof
European Orientalists, continues today in áll countries
where there are centresof Oriental studies.However, the
number of published texts remains quite insignificant in
comparison with the number of manuscripts which await
scholarly attention.Hence, every new undertaking in this
endeavouris, even now at the close of the twentieth cen_
tury, an event in the scholarlyworld. The appearanceof the
edition under review here is, consequently,just such a joy_
ous event in the world of Oriental studies.
The edition made within the framework of the research
programme "A Synthetical Study on Central Asian Culture
in the Turco-IslamicPeriod" includesa foreword, written in
Japanese,
by ProfessorEiji Mano of Kyoto University, and
his study "An Attempt at a Critical Text of One Sectionof
the Tdrrkh-i Rashtdl'devotedto the famouscompositionof
the sixteenth-century author M-trzá Haydar, foilowed by
a Japanesetranslation of the persian text (pp. 6-23) and,
a surnmary in English (pp. 2a-5). The publication also
contains a study by Kazuyuki Kubo, a senior lecturer at the
sameUniversity. It comprisesthe publication of the persian
text of the Shaybdní-namaby Kamál al-DÍn ,Alï Biná,I
(Oriental pagination, pp. 1-93) together with a detailed
essayon the work, a descriptionof the text (pp.26-64, in
Japanese),
and a short introductionin English (pp. 65-7).
The Shaybdnr-ndmaby Biná'I (d. 1512) belongsto ihe
so-calledworks of the Shaybànid circle, historical works
which vary in form and language and were written at the
beginning of the sixteenth century on behalf of, with the
approval of, or with the direct participation of Mul.lammad
ShaybànI (Sheybanï)-khàn(1451-1510), the founder of
a stateof nomadic Uzbeks of the EasternDasht-i eipcháq
in Màwarannahr. Small in scale, this work contains a briei
biography of Muhammad Shaybàni-khán from his birth up
through his conquest of Khwárazm (1505). Althoush
Binà'Ís Shaybanï-namais an abridged version of anothïr
work by the same author, the Futuhdt-i Khant, it contains

some unique information, has independent scholarly worth
and had its own literary life. The work was discovered and
quite thoroughly studiedby Russianand Soviet Orientalists,
such as A. Samoilovich, M. Salye, p. Ivanov, R. Mukmi_
nova, A. Mirzoev, S. Ibragimov, B. Akhmedov. V. yudin"
and others.
At present, three manuscript copies of Binà'Ís
Shaybanr-nama are known. The oldest, copied by Mu_
ShaybánT-khánhimself and his seèretary Mrrzá
F"-ua
Mu'min Munshr at the beginning of the sixteenthcenturv.
was discoveredin l9l0 by the well-known RussianOrien_
talist A. N. Samoilovich among the books in the library of
the Khivan khán. It is now stored in Tashkent at the Insti_
tute of Oriental Studies.Also storedthere is anothermanu_
script of Binà'Ís Shaybanï-nama,produced in 1915 from
a copy in the library of the Khivan khán. The Uzbek Acad_
emy of Sciences'Institute of Oriental Studies has in its
holdings a third copy of the work. It was nrade at the be_
giruring of the twentieth century, apparently from the oldest
manuscript of the Shaybanï-nàma in the library of the
Khivan khán or from the l9l5 copy. Kazuyuki Kubo has
basedhis edition on this third copy of Biná'Ís Shaybaní_
nama (No.1235), which he copied out by hand during his
work on the manuscript in Tashkent.
In his introduction to the published text, Kazuyuki
Kubo expressesregret that he was unable to use the oidest
copy, made by Muhammad Shaybánï_khàn
himself and his
secretary,and voices the hope that in the fi.rturethere will
be a critical edition of Biná'ls Shaybaní-nàLna
based on
a comparisonof the texts of the oldest copy of this work
and the FufihAFi Khdní by the same author: Althoush the
text published by Kazuluki Kubo may be regardeà only
as an intermediate stage in studying the work by Biná'i,
one can statethat the publication made by the scholaris of
much use to all interestedin the field.
We turn now to Prof. Eiji Mano's work on the Tarïkh_i
Rashrdï by M-rrzà ljaydar, the main source for the historv
of the Muslim lands of Central Asia in the fifteenth aná
sixteenth centuries and one of the most outstandine
Persian-language
texts on history of the sixteenthcenturyl
The world's libraries contain more than thirty differeít
copies of the Persian original of the Tarïkh-i Rashrclï.
Thework was written between 1542 and 1546 and is
structured in two parts (daftars). Orientalists the world over
have studied this extremely valuable source for a century
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and a half. However, the absence of a reliable critical
edition of the Persian text indicates that its study is by no
means complete. As an experiment, Prof. Eiji Mano has
fashioned a critical text of a single brief chapter from the
first daftar of the Tdríkh-i Rashfdï. This chapter is dedicatedto specialprivileges given to the headsof the aristocratic D[ghlát family by the Moghll kháns. The critical
text of the chapter was drawn up on the basis of six Persian
manuscripts and one Turkic manuscript (India Office
Library, MS Turki 1), although "the base manuscript for
the critical text was British Library MS Add. 24, 090"

(pp.2a-s).
Of the five Petersburgcopies of the Persian original
(four of which are preserved in the manuscript collection of
the St. PetersburgBranch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, and one in the library of the Oriental faculty of the
St. PetersburgUniversity)r. Prof. Erji Mano has used one
manuscript C 394 from the St. PetersburgBranch of the Institute of Oriental Studies collection for his work. This is
an old, but incompletecopy. Of course,all five Petersburg
copies have lacunae; however, scholarly experience has
shown that manuscriptsC 395 and D 71, which date from
the nineteenth century, successfully filI out the text of
manuscriptB 648, which datesfrom972ll564-65 and is
the oldest of the known copies of the Tarrkh-i Rashídí (to
recall,the work itself was written between 1542 and 1546).
One essentialdetail should be added to the preceding:
the manuscript collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of
the Institute of Oriental Studies contains at least four versions of the Turkic translation of the Tartkh-i Rashïdï.
among them the Tarjama-yi Tarïkh-i Rashtdí made by the
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East Turkestani poet, historian and translator Muhammad
Niyá2. Mubammad Niyàz's translation exists in this collecr.
tion in severalcopiesof varying degreesof completeness
Of greatestinterestto scholarsis manuscriptD 120, which
may be in the translator'sown hand. It contains a translation
of the first daftar of the TqrTkh-iRashídí made from a Persian manuscript describedby the translator as "perfectly
complete,impeccably executedand beautifully preserved"
(see an article devoted to Turkic translations of the Tarïkh-i
RashtdTin the present issue of Manuscripta Oríentalia).
Prof. Eiji Mano's experimentai work on the Tdríkh-i
Rashtdí shows that the manuscript of Muhammad Niyáz's
Turkic translationheld in the collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies proved
quite significant for a critical perspectiveon the text of the
Persian original. It seems that, when making a complete
critical edition of M-rrzá Haydar's work, this translation
shouldbe taken into consideration.
The edition under review representsonly a part of the
work done by JapaneseOrientaliststo create a basis for
"A
Synthetic Study on Cenhal Asian Culture in the TurcoIslamic Period" by gatheringmicrofilms of medievalmanuscripts from various collections and conducting schoiarly
researchon this topic. Prof. Eiji Mano notes that the results
of this work will be published in the future. We await upcoming publicationsand will gratefully make use of them.
Now, we wish our Japanesecolleaguesin Kyoto successin
their creativeendeavours.

T. Sultanov,
V. Goreglyad
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Tadzhaddin al-Bulgari. Bol'shoí Tiríak (Bol'shoe protivoiadie). Izdanie teksta, perevod s arabskogo, predislovie, kommentariï A.B. Khalidova. Kazan'z 1997, 52
str.
Tej al-Dïn al-Bulgharr. The Great TiryAq (The Great Antidote). Publication of the text, translation from Arabic
(into Russian), introductory article and commentary by
A. B. Khalidov. Kazan: 1997,52 pp.
Processes,which are under way in post-Sovietlands, have
led in recent years to renewed interest in the culture of
Muslims who populate the territories of the former Russian
empire. One could hope that the attentive observation of
well-known Russian manuscript collections, as well as
those beyond Russia'sborders, might permit the discovery
of manuscriptsunfairly assessedin earlier years or denied
scholarly attention altogether. Such a manuscript is the sev-

enteenth-centurycopy of al-Bulghárfs work, composed in
the thirteenth-century and representedin the edition under
review here.
The book opens with a foreword b1, Academician
M. A. Usmanov, who describesthe story o[ acquiring the
manuscript (more exactly, its copy), from its mention by
A. Tagirdjanov (with a referenceto an Irauian catalogue)
up to the acquisition of a copy from the Majlis Library in
Tehran with the aid of the President of Tatarstan Mintemir
Shaymiyev. In Usmanov's view, the significance of the
work stems from its status as the first text known to scholars by a Bulghár author of the pre-Mongol period.
In an introductory article, the publisher of the text,
Professor A. B. Khalidov - one of Petersburg'sleading
Arabists and a member of the St. PetersburgBranch of the
Institute of Oriental Studies - provides a description of
this seventeenth-centurymanuscript, of which the work by
al-Bulghárï is only a part, summarises its contents, gives
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a detailedexplanationof the term tirydq, and analysesthe
structure of the work. The publisher does not try to deter_
mine the place of the work among others of iti type
1we
note that a significant number of such works, originating
from Spain, have been published in Madrid), althJugh hË
-East.
touches on the history of medical heatiseÁin the
Prof.-Khalidov goes on to speak briefly about al-BulghàrI
and his place in the culture of Muslim world. Unfórtu_
nately, scholarshave but little information on the author of
"The
Great Tiryáq", aside from variants of his name, the
place (Mosul) and time (A.D. t220ll) when he dictatedthe
text and certified the manuscript in his own hand. Klown is
aiso the person who wrote the composition down under its
author'sdictation.
A certainTáj al-Dïn .AlI b. al-Husaynal_Bulghàrrwas
^
familiar to European (Ullmann, Dietrichj and Arabic schol_
ars. Prof._Khalidov proposesthat this is al_BulghárTindi,
cated as the author of "The Great Tiryàq". He attributes the
reference to al-Hasan in the manuscripi to the mistake of
a later9opyist. In general, the text abóunds in errors, and
the publisherwrites it was a difficult task to preparethe text
for publication.In effect, not all the errors,às tire publisher
says in his introductory article, could be rectified. Finallv.
Prof. Khalidov gives a descriptionof the works which eí_
tered the composite manuscript in question. It comprises
fwenty medical fieatisesof much more renowned auihors.
The manuscriptwas copied by the copyist who lived sup_
posedlyin the seventeenthcentury.
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The Arabic text is printed on pageslg_2g, and
pages29-42 contain a Russian translaiion with numerous
notes, main_ly of a pharmacological nature. Importantly,
pages45-50 contain a facsimile of the manuscriit, and
áó
the publisher writes, readerscan consult directly with the
original at dubious moments in the text. Such án edition,
with a facsimile, a printed text of the original, and a trans_
lation, seemsto be most welcome.
Prof. Khalidov has entirely succeededrn carrying out
the task he set for himself: to introduce to scholarsu titt _
erto unknown work. Scholarsin the field will be gratefulto
the publisher,sincea new page in the cultural hisáry of the
Muslim world has been brought to light antl further infor_
mation proffered on the part played by representativesof
Bulghária in the developmerrf of science in the Near and
Middle East.
It is wonderful that means were found for carrying out
this mo.stuseful enterprise.The accomplistunentis eqially
sharedby the publisher- prof. A. B. i(halidov _ and the
Foundation for the Aid of Culture under the president of
the Republic of Tatarstan.perhaps al-Bulghàrl, one of rhe
first outstandingfigures of the Muslim VoIga region whose
work has come down to us, will enter texibooks in Tatarstan. One can only regret that the book was published in
a small (and unannounced)edition not intended for com_
mercial dishibution, which rendersit largely inaccessibleto
all who might wish to read it.
L l|/ojewódzki
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